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Umberto Eco
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The importance of independence becomes
clear if we look at an extreme form of self-publishing: samizdat, the voice of the opposition in a
totalitarian society. The particularities of this underground movement are summarised by one
of its main practitioners, Vladimir Bukovsky, in one sentence: I myself create it, edit it, censor
it, publish it, distribute it, and get imprisoned for it. Censorship may not be an issue in large
parts of the world anymore, but artists have to struggle with its more subtle sibling, that answers
to the name of mainstream. The response, on the part of some authors, is called independent
publishing.

Joachim Schmid, From My Skull
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Nylon
Gutenberg s Bible was only printed with letters. But
letters alone will not suffice for the handing down of today s Bible. The book finds its way to the
brain through the eyes, not through the ears; light waves travel much faster and more intensely
than sound waves. But humans can only speak to each other with their mouths, whereas the
possibilities of the book are multi-form.

El Lissitzky, The Future of the Book
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Jean-Philippe de
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Tonnac
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Palenque

open call
Yucatán

Jean-Claude Carrière

final
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The linear book s time is
enclosed, whereas Mallarmé s Book exists in a moment to moment specificity, its duration being
formally identified with the constituent group of readers whose presence literally informs it.
Unlike the old book, the reader does not work his way progressively through in one direction.
Dan Graham, The Artist as Bookmaker II: The Book as Object
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Jean-Claude Carrière
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The subject of the production of the artwork is not the producer who actually creates the object
in its materiality, but rather the entire set of agents engaged in
the field. Among these are the producers of works, classified as
artists critics of all persuasions collectors, middlemen, curators, etc.

who confront each other

in struggles where the imposition of not only a world view but also a vision of the art world is at
stake, and who, through these struggles, participate in the production of the value of the artist and
of art.

BOT

Pierre Bourdieu, The Field of Cultural Production
Art seems

pure for a moment and disconnected from money. And since a lot of people can own the book,
nobody owns it. Every artist should have a cheap line. It keeps art ordinary and away from being
overblown.

1970 80

John Baldessari

artist s book zine

What is more meaningful: the book
or the text it contains?
What was first:
the chicken or the egg?

Ulises Carrión, The New Art of Making Books

bookwork book objects

bookness
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artist s book

70 80

Avant-Garde

Focusing on the analysis of large causes, the ideology of the artist s book was constructed upon
the utopia of emancipation. Every step of this operation corresponded with a revolutionary
goal. To produce by oneself meant to emancipate from the dictatorship of institutions. To
infiltrate the autonomous networks of distribution (libraries, mail art, royalty free distribution)

artist s

implicated a fight against monopolies: the intellectual monopoly of art critics and financial
monopoly of galleries. To publish in unlimited numbers or to practice gratuitous distribution

book

amounted to liberating oneself from the market system by mastering the process of creating
value.

artist s book

Sylvie Boulanger, The Phenomenon of Micro-edition: A Silk Road
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artist s book
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artist s book
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artist s book

paper
Robert Morris

Lecture

Performance

artist s book

Ed Ruscha s Twenty-six Gasoline Stations

artist s book

and later books were published by the artist himself. Their impact was tremendous, and it is
time to remind the growing group of book connoisseurs that Ruscha s books were, and are,
appreciated not because of the paper stock, the printing quality, or the fine binding but because
of the artist s radically new editorial concept.

Joachim Schmid, From My Skull
- p. 151
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The political is
everywhere, even when it s not to be found.

Broken Dimanche Press, Manifesto: 2013 Year

of The BDP Avant-Garde

Yes, but today there s also an anxiety with
respect to the book as an object. There's no such thing as the book, but the book is also
this kind of fantasy: of the canon, the historical canon, of writing history into a book. So, in a
way, this obsession with publishing, which is a nineteenth-century one, which has to do with
historicizing, which has to do with historical materialism, all of that stuff. And so the book
embodies this fantasy of history in many ways. For artists, moving into that territory is only
possible because, as a medium, it becomes obsolete so, it is called obsolete by people like
Marshal McLuhan. On the other hand we realize now that in a way it s not obsolete, it s a slower
medium, and it is irrepressibly material, which means that, you know, you can t switch it on and
off.

Arnaud Desjardin, Thoughts on Printed Matter, Other Books and So
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